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ABSTRACT
The history of using medicine to prevent and treat human diseases is as old as humanity.
While many severe pandemics have devastated the human population, accumulation of
years of knowledge have formed the basis of modern drug discovery.
Today, drug research and development is a multidisciplinary field with many successes.
However, it also faces challenges over the long development stages, with drugs failing at
clinical trial stages and even once the drug is marketed, eg drug toxicity in certain
populations or drug resistance. Hence, it is crucial to use well-designed criteria in the early
drug development stages.
Here, we argue that incorporation of two intermittently linked biological phenomena, allostery and mutations, into
the early computational drug discovery stages would help to reduce the attrition risk in later stages of the process.
This talk will provide examples of our current research on these phenomena and introduce computational pipelines
we have been developing in the Research Unit.
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